TIME OUT MARKET MIAMI COLLABORATES WITH JESSY NITE FOR MIAMI ART WEEK
Site-specific Installation with Local Artist will wrap entire ground floor of the food and cultural
market

Rendering of One of Everything by Jessy Nite
MIAMI BEACH, FL (November XX, 2019) – Time Out Market Miami brings the best of Miami
under one roof, the city’s best chefs, drinks and cultural experiences. For Miami’s famed Art Week,
the food and cultural market is collaborating with local favorite and contemporary artist, Jessy
Nite.
A site-specific installation by Nite, One of Everything, will cover all 90 storefront windows of the
18,000-square-foot market, with a stained-glass-like vinyl that wraps the entire ground floor of the
building. The artwork will bring to life a bright composition of swirling oysters, 12-foot hoagies and
more fun foods inspired by the dishes inside Time Out Market Miami – making it a great
destination for the art crowd in the city at this time of the year.
Beginning December 2, 2019, Nite’s window installation will debut at Time Out Market Miami.
Inspired by the style and glamour of the local Art Deco movement, Time Out Market is a reflection
of the city with light streaming in from large windows and wooden communal tables in the center,
surrounded by open kitchens where guests can watch Miami’s top chef and their teams prepare
top-quality food. Nite’s artwork will tie in her signature style, with Miami Beach’s bright and colorful
architectural palette.
“I started to come up with a concept that incorporates food, but remains geometric, impactful and
fun,” says Nite. “I was inspired by actual dishes at the market to create compositions that highlight
the geometric aspects of the food presentation.” I made a composition that highlights the lines,
curves and visual repetition of actual dishes from Time Out Market.”

Nite is best known for her larger scale, outdoor text installations that interact with their
environment. Her signature use of color and custom-made typography cross a variety of
disciplines, carrying a playful but deeply rooted narrative. Nite’s works and installations have been
commissioned by multiple international cities and brands such as Nike, Facebook, Instagram and
Red Bull.
- Ends Notes to editors
For more information please contact:
PR@TimeOutMarket.com
DeepSleep Studio | 305-720-2990 | tomm@deepsleepstudio.com
To stay up-to-date on the latest from Time Out Market Miami, please follow us on our social
media channels:
Instagram
@timeoutmarketmiami
and
http://www.timeoutmarket.com/miami
|www.timeout.com/miami
About Time Out Market
Time Out Market brings the best of the city under one roof: its best chefs, drinks and cultural experiences. The world’s
first food and cultural market based wholly on editorial curation, Time Out Market captures decades of local knowledge,
independent reviews and expert opinions. Everything that is being offered in Time Out Market must have been tested
and tasted and finally selected by independent Time Out journalists.
The first Time Out Market opened in 2014 in a historic market hall in Lisbon and quickly turned into a huge success
with 3.9 million visitors in 2018. This unique format, which is all about making high-quality fine food affordable and
accessible, is now coming to other great cities around the world as the company is rolling out Time Out Market globally.
Time Out Market Miami opened in May 2019, followed in the same month by Time Out Market New York, in June 2019
by Time Out Market Boston and in November 2019 by Time Out Market Montréal and Time Out Market Chicago. Dubai
will follow in 2020, London-Waterloo in 2021 and Prague in 2022 (the sites in Montréal, Dubai and Prague are the
Group’s first management agreements) – all featuring the cities’ best and most celebrated chefs, restaurateurs, drinks
and cultural experiences.
Time Out Market is part of Time Out Group plc, a global media and leisure business that inspires and enables people
to explore and enjoy the best the city. Time Out launched in London in 1968 with a magazine to help people discover
the exciting new urban cultures that had started up all over the city. Today, the Group’s digital and physical presence
comprises websites, mobile, magazines, Live Events and Time Out Markets. Across these platforms Time Out
distributes its curated content – written by professional journalists – around the best food, drink, music, theatre, art,
travel and entertainment across 327 cities and in 58 countries. Time Out, listed on AIM, is headquartered in the
United Kingdom.
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